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W a v e  Propagation and Dipole Radiation in a 
Suddenly Created Plasma 
CHING-LIN JIAKG 
Abstmcf-Propagation and radiation of electromagnetic  waves 
from oscillating sources in a suddenly  created plasma are studied 
in this investigation,  Field  expressions are derived through the  use 
of Laplace transformations. The spatial distribution of sources is 
taken to be  arbitrary  but confined. 
Two cases  are considered in detail: 1) plane  wave propagation in 
a source-free region and 2 )  electric point dipole radiation. In the 
case of plane wave propagation, various aspects  such as wave split, 
frequency  shift, phase  and group velocities, amplitude  changes, 
power flows, and energy relations  are discussed. In the  case of elec- 
tric dipole radiation, the electromagnetic fields and instantaneous 
radiated power are calculated and expressed in terms of Lommel 
functions of two variables. Asymptotic expressions and graphical 
results of numerical  calculations of these quantities are presented. 
Many  interesting properties of the spherical waves and power 
radiation are discussed. 
T 
I. IFTR,ODUCTION 
HE STUD\- of the interaction bet,ween electzomag- 
netic  radiation and plasmas having  time  varying 
parameters (for example, free electron density) has been 
of interest recent.ly. The t,emporal variations of the plasma 
parameters might be produced by solar flares, by a strong 
laser pulse, or by a nuclear explosion. In this paper we 
are mainly concerned v d h  the small amplit,ude waves in 
a suddenly created plasma. The free electron density in 
the medium increases suddenly from zero to some con- 
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stant value. The pla.sma is assumed t.0 be isotropic, cold, 
lossless,  homogeneous, and linear. This simple model  is a 
useful t,heoret.ical case that could provide some insight. 
int,o the basic feat,ures of wavc propagation and source 
radiation in the presence of a  time  varying plasma. 
The problem of wave propagation in a. dielectric medium 
whose permittivity  and pernwabilit,y vary u-ith t,ime was 
studied by Morgent,haler [l]. With device application 
in mind many  authors have a.lso investigated the proper- 
ties of waves in t,ime varying magnetoelastic media and 
transmission lines [1>[6]. Recently, using t.he finite 
difference method, Taylor, Lam, and Shumpert obtained 
some numerical results for pulse scatiering from a per- 
fectly conducting cylindrical rod in a cylindrical wave- 
guide filled  x-ith time  varying inhomogeneous lossy media 
[7]. Felsen and Whit,man solved the t.ime-domain scalar 
wave equation wit.h a pulsed excit>ation in t,ime varying 
nondispersive and dispersive media [SI; and Fant.e de- 
rived complicated expressions for the electric fields trans- 
mitted  into  a half-space with  time  varying  properties [SI. 
Ginzberg studied  the  transition  radiation in a homo- 
geneous medium arising from a sharp cha,nge in time of 
the medium refractive index [lo]. In t.hese previous works, 
however, the problem of waves generated from oscillating 
sources in a  time  varying plasma has not been studied. 
This  paper present.s a  systematic study on the electro- 
magnet,ic wave propagat,ion and  radiation from sinus- 
oidally oscillating sources in a suddenly-created plasma.. 
In Section 11, the problem is formulat,ed; the  spatial dis- 
tributions of sources are assumed t o  be arbitrary but. con- 
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fined. Originally, it is assumed that monochromatic waves 
are propagated and  radiated.  Through  the use of Laplace 
transformations, t,he field equations in t,he suddenly-created 
plasma are solved in Section 111. The solutions for the 
electromagnetic fields are expressed in  terms of their  initial 
values and  the inverse Lapla.ce transforms of the source 
currents and the Green’s dyadic functions. Various as- 
pects of the wave propagation  in  a source-free  region are 
then discussed in  detail  in Section IV. In  Section V the 
electric and magnetic fields are calculated for an oscillating 
electric point dipole. The  amount of power radiated  by t,he 
dipole is also evaluated. 
11. FORMULATIOX OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider a medium, which is suddenly ionized at the 
time t = 0. This suddenly-created plasma is assumed to 
be isotropic, cold, lossless, homogeneous, and linear. The 
applied source current density is specified as 
Js = Re { Jo(r) exp ( - h o t )  1 ,  for all t 
where Re is t,he shorthand for real part of. Jo(r) is an  ar- 
bitrary function of r but is confined t.0 a finit.e part, of 
space. 
For t < 0, Le., before the plasma is created, a mono- 
chromatic wave is propagated and  radiated from the 
source region. The electric and magnetic fields can be 
solved in terms of the well-known scalar and  dyadic 
Green’s functions [ll]. 
At t = 0 the plasma is created. It is assumed that,  the 
newly created free electrons and positive ions are  station- 
ary at the moment, that is, their velocity just  after  the 
creation ( t  = o+) is zero. Thus t.he free current density in 
the medium, which  is  zero for t < 0, is still zero at t = O+. 
The electric and magnetic fields a t ‘  t = 0’ are  the same 
as  at t = 0- 
and  it follows that 
After t = 0, however, the free electrons and ions in t,he 
created  plasma  are t,hen set in motion  by the field in  the 
medium. It. can  be shown that t.he vector n-a.ve equation 
for E, for t > 0,. is [ll] 
1 a 2  w z  a 
V X V X E + - - E + p E =  -po-JJs (3) 
c2 at2 3 at 
where c2 = l / b e 0  and w p  = (A7e2/mso)1’2 is the plasma fre- 
quency.  Equation (3) and  the equat,ion 
now serve t.o determine E(r,t) and H(r,t) (for t > 0) , 
which sat.isfy the  initial  and  radiation conditions. In  the 
following section these equations will be solved for an 
arbitxary  but confined current source distribution. 
111. GENERAL FIELD SOLUTIONS 
To solve for the field  expressions, a Laplace  transforma- 
tion with respect to  t,ime is now performed. The  results 
of the transformahion of (3) and (4) are 
where we  have_ used (1) and (2) for initial conditions. 
E (r,s) and H(r,s) are  the Laplace  transforms of 
E (r, t)  and H( r,t) , respectively. It is still difEcult t o  ob- 
tain useful solutions because of the presence of the  term 
(s - Go) E,,( r) / (3 )  acting  as  a source that is not con- 
fined to a finite part of space. However, we are  able to  get 
rid of it. by  making t,he following appropriate  transforma- 
tions: 
Then (20) can be reduced into 
V x V X k’(r,s) + 7 E’(r,s) = -spoj’(r,s) s2 + wp2 * 
v X E’(r,s) = -s&!(r,s). 
Thus  the  retarded field solutions are [11] 
where the integration  with respect to  the primed coordi- 
nates extends throughout the volume V occupied by j‘. 
The Green’s functions G(r,r’) and F(r,r‘) are defined by 
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fields are  (from (12) ) 
where ii is the unit dyad [ll]. 
The  square  root (s2 + LO,”) is  defined Do be positive 
for real positive s. For the purpose of the inversion tech- 
nique the deiinition of the  square  root will be  continued 
into  the  left half plane by (11) 
7r 
- - < 41.2 i - .  (11) 3T 2 -  2 
Substitutkg (8) into (6) and performing inverse 
La.place tra.nsforrnation we obtain the field quantities  as 
functions of time. Hence, for d > 0 
H(r,t) = Ho(r) exp (-kt) - wo(w + wo) wo(w - wo) 
2 J  Ho (r) 2w2 
- exp (iwt) + $Ho(r) 
w 
+ L-I {Iv VG(r,r’) X f’(r’,s) dV’ I 
where 
w = (wo2 + wp2) 112. 
It can  be seen that there a.re waves that result from the 
original fields at t = 0. In  (12) they are represented by 
those terms involving the  initial values &(r) and Ho(r) . 
There are also waves t.hat. result from t,he presence of 
sources in t,he medium. They  are represent,ed by  the inverse 
Laplace transforms in (12). Their values are zero for 
t < l/c times the minimum of [ r - r’ I (I-‘ witAin V )  
because of the presence of exp [st - I r - r‘ I (3 + wP2)1/2/c] 
in t,he int,egrands of t.he inversion int,egrals. 
Thus the elect.romagnetic field expressions have been 
derived for arbitrary  but confined source distributions  in 
a suddenly-crea.ted plasma. In  the following sections 
plane wave  propagation and electric dipole radiation 11411 
be st.udied in  detail  based  on these general field  expressions. 
IV. PROPERTIES OF WAVE PROPAGATION 
Suppose that, in a source-free  region a circularly polarized 
pla.ne wave is propagated in the positive z direction, for 
t < 0. For t > 0, i.e., after the plasma is created, the 
1 ( 1  + a2) 112 + 1 
v5 2 ( 1  + a 2 ) 1 / 2  E(r,t) = - ( e ,  + ie,) Eo exp (ikoz - iw t )  
- exp ( i k ~  + i d )  
1 (1 + a 2 ) 1 / 2  + 1 
2 2(1 + 4 H(r,t) = r (e ,  - ie,) Ho exp ( i k g  - i w t )  
1 - exp (ik,z + i d )  + - ( ey - ieJ - Ho CYz .\/z 1 + a’ 
- exp ( ikoz)  (13) 
where a = wP/wo a.nd Ho = ( E ~ / ~ o )  1 / 2 E ~ .  
It is clear that  the original wave  is split int.0 t.wo Raves. 
One  is propa.gat.ed in the positive z direct,ion, and  the  other 
is propagated in t,he negat.ive z direction. The sense of the 
circula.r polariza,tion of the  two waves  remains the same as 
the original one. The frequency of these tmo  waves has been 
shifted  from w0 to a higher frequency w = w0( 1 + 012) 
For high frequencies, i.e., a = w p / w o  << 1, t.he frequency 
shift is 
where Af = Aw/2n = (w - wo)/2a, f~ = w0/2n, and N 
is the free electron densit,y. For low frequencies, i.e., 
a = wp/w0 >> 1, is slightly higher than the plasma fre- 
quency; the frequency shift is 
The group velocity is calculated according t o  the formula 
C W  
dk -l C 
u’ = (z) = ( 1  + ,2)1/2 
which is greater for higher frequencies. As a = wp/wo  --+ 0, 
vg - c; as a + co L‘, - 0. 
Now it is interesting  to consider qualitatively what, mill 
happen when a  frequency  modulated pulse is propagat,ed 
in a suddenly-created plasma. First, the pulse will split 
int.0 two pulses; one is t>ransmitted,  the  other is reflected. 
Second, if the original pulse has  the higher frequencies in 
the leading portion, t.he t,ransmitted pulse will be  stretched 
out since t,he energy in its leading port,ion will propagate 
with a greater velocity than  that in it.s trailing portion. 
However, the reflected pulse will  be compressed first and 
stretched  out subsequently, since the energy in its  trailing 
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portion will propagat,e with a greater velocity and will  over- 
take that in its leading portion [13)-[15]. Conversely, 
if the original pulse has  the higher frequencies in  the  trail- 
ing portion,  the compression wiU take place in the  trans- 
mitt,ed pulse. 
The ratios of the electric field a.mplitudes of the two 
waves to  that of the original wave are 
E+ (1 + + 1 
Eo 2 (1 + a2) ‘1’ - -  - 
where E+ and E- are  the a.mplitude of the wave  propagated 
in  the positive z direction and  the a.mplitude of the wave 
propagated in the negative z direction, respectively. For 
a << 1, E+ -+ EO, E- ---t 0; for LY >> 1, E+ - E- - $EO. 
The rat.ios of the magnetic field amplitudes are 
H ,  (1 + d)1/2 + 1 
HO 2(1+ o?) 
_ -   
Both will go to zero in the low frequency  limit. I H- I is 
less than 1/8 of the original magnitude I HO I . It is also 
noted that  there is a  static  but  spatially  varying magnet.ic 
field in (13). However, the slightest loss in the medium 
would damp out t.his residua.1 static component [lS]. 
The power flows of t.he mves  are 
( ( 1  + a2)1/’ + 1)2 
S+ = e,  
4(1 + LY~)~/’ so 
((1 + LY2)1/2 - 1)2 S -  = -e, 
4(1 + a2)3/2 so (19) 
m-here So = ( E O / ~ O )  1/2 I Eo 12 is the original power flom-. 
I S- I is less than 1/27 of I So I . In  the low frequency limit 
the power flows f o ~  both waves are nea.rly  zero. The net 
power f l o ~  is 
1 
Snpt = S+ + S- = e,  - 
1 + a2 so. (20) 
Thus  the  net power flow is in  the positive z direction a.nd 
I Snet I < So. For a << 1, S,, -+ So and for a >> 1, Snet -+ 0. 
The energy densities of t,he waves are [ll] 
As a = wp/w0 3 0, w+ - wo, w- - 0 ;  as LY .--, co, IO+ - 
10- - w0/4. The tot.al energy  density of the  two waves is 
For a << 1, wtot -+ wa; for a >> 1, wtot - w0/2. It is noted 
that wtot < 200. It, can be shown that some wave energy 
has  been t,ransferred to st.at.ic magnetic  energy and kinetic 
energy  during the crea.tion of the plasma [lS]. 
V. ELECTRIC DIPOLE R4DIATION 
In  this section the problem of radiation  from a sinus- 
oidally oscillating electric point dipole in a suddenly- 
created  plasma will be considered. The origin of a spherical 
coordinate syst.em is chosen to  be at  the dipole. The direc- 
tions of the dipole and  the positive z axis are  the sa.me. 
The dipole has a moment of a.mplitude p and sinusoidal 
frequency WO. It is represented mathematically by 
M (r,t) = e,6 (r) sin wet. 
Here 6(r)  is the three-dimensional Dirac 6 function.  The 
applied source current. density is related to  M by 
J8(r,t) = M(r,t) = e,Wopb(r) cos mot. 
a 
For t < 0, the st.eady state electromagnetic fields radi- 
For t > 0, i.e., after the plasma is created, the fields 
at.ed from this electric point dipole are well known [ll]. 
can  be  obtained by  taking  the real part of (12) 
E,(r,t) = Er’(r,t) + $(1 + X) (Re Eo,(r) exp (-id) ] 
+ a(  1 - X) Re {Ear(r) exp (iwt) 1 (23) 
Eo(r,t) = Ee’(r,t) + t(l + X) Re {Eoe(r) exp (-id)} 
+ $(1 - X) Re (Eoe(r )  exp ( L t ) }  (24) 
ff+(r,t) = H+‘(r,O + (1 + X )  Re {Hdr)  exp (-id)} X 
X 
2 
_ -  (1 - X) Re { Ho6(r) exp (iwt) 1 (25) 
where X = w0/w = 1/ ( 1 + a2) 1/2. Eo, (r) , Em ( r )  , and 
Ho+(r) are  the  steady  sta.te a.mplitudes of the dipole radi- 
ation fields [ll]. Er’(r,t), EB’(r,t), and H+’(r,t) are the 
nonzero spherical components of the inverse transforms 
specified in (12). 
I t  is readily seen from (23)  to (25)  tha.t, like the plane 
\mve case, there  are also two waves traveling in opposite 
directions. One is a spherical wave propagated  outwardly 
from t.he origin, and  the  other is a spherical wave  propa- 
gated  inwardly  into t,he origin. Their  frequency is shifted 
from w0 t o  w = w0( 1 + a2) lI2. The  amplitude  and power 
relat,ions are  the same as in the plane wave case. More- 
over, the outgoing wave xill vanish at a finite observation 
point since there is  no source at  the origin to radia.te this 
wave any more; but, the incoming wave will focus into 
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t,he origin and be reflected. These novel aspects of the 
wave propagation are expressed mat,hemat,ically in t-he 
terms E,‘(r , t ) ,   EBI(r , t )  , and H,’(r,t) . In addition to these 
waves, there is the radiation by the dipole, which is also  in- 
cluded in the expressions for E,‘ (r, t )  , EO’ (r , t )  , and H,‘ (r,t) . 
The inverse txansformations can be evaluat,ed in  terms 
of Lommel functions of two variables Un(u.,z) [lS],  [17]. 
The results a.re 
(28) 
H 6 ’ ( r , t )  = - sin e (  - (1 - d)1/2T1-(t0) W02P 
4m-c 
- H ( t - L )  (29) 
A ( w )  = 
w + (d - wp2)1’2 , when w > w p  
W P  
w + i ( w p 2  - w2)1’2 
- , when w < up. 
U P  
H ( t  - t / c )  is the Heaviside step function, which  is 0 when 
t < T / C ,  or 1 when t 2 r/c. 
When (27) t,o (29) are substituted into (23) to ( 2 5 ) ,  
the  total electric and magnet,ic fields E,(r, t) ,   Eo(r,t) ,  and 
H,(r,t), for t > 0, are obtained. 
For small y, corresponding to times just, after t.he ar- 
rival of the first disturbance, the disturbing fields are 
( 30) 
The amplitudes are small. The Bessel functions wit.h argu- 
ments y = o p t  (1 - b2) l i 2  represent oscillations having a 
frequency that. is init,ially high but. continuously decreases 
to w p .  
We shall now obta.in t,he a.symptot.ic behavior of t,he 
total fields a t  a  point r as t 4 oc . Through  the use of the 
asymptotic formulas [lS] we find 
E,(r,t) -Ep,(rJt)  + +(l  - X) 
- Re {Eo7(r)  (exp ( i d )  + exp (-.iwt))} (31) 
Es(r,t) - Epo(rJt) + +(1 - X) 
- Re ( Eoo(r) exp (iut) + exp ( - i w t ) )  ] (32) 
X 
2 
HO(r, t )   -Hp6(r , t )  - - (1 - X) 
- Re ( H k  ( r )  (exp ( iwt)  - exp ( - i d )  ) } 
+ 2x1 (sin ko?. + 77 cos kol. - ( a  + 7) 
- exp ( - w P r / c )  ) ’ (33) 
where E,, (r , t )  ,Epo (r, t)  , and HP6 ( r J t )  are  the  steady-state 
fields of t,he oscillating dipole in t,he simple plasma, medium, 
which are also well known [ll]. The neglected t,erms have 
amplitudes vanishing faster than P I 2  as f 4 m .  It, can 
be seen that radiation from the dipole has assumed its 
steadystmate value. The outgoing nave has va.nished but, 
the inconling wave still exists because the plasma is a.s- 
sumed t.o be lossless a.nd unbounded. The reflection of the 
incoming wave has also established it.s st.eady-state  propa- 
gat,ion. The incoming wave and its refledon carry t.he 
same energy but  in opposite directions, hence there is no 
net power flow associated with these waves. It, is noted 
that  the magnetic field has a static but.  spatially  varying 
component and  that  the electric field has  a residual oscil1a.- 
tion a t  t,he plasma frequency. B0t.h do not  contribute t.0 
the radiation  and would be damped out, by the slightest, 
loss in the medium [lG]. 
Xumerical calculations of t.he field quantities \\-ere per- 
formed. Since the medium is isotropic, the fields  were only 
computed in the equat,orial plane ( z  = 0) .  In this plane 
only the fields EO and H6 are nonzero. liigs. 1-3 show these 
fields as  a function of the normalized time w o f .  The t,ime- 
harmonic electric field’s amplitude is denoted by hori- 
zontal  dashed lines in the figures. Fig. 1 shows the fields 
for W,;WO = 0.5 and kor = 50, corresponding to the ob- 
servation at a. large distance compared with the original 
n-avelength of the radiation. Fig. 2 corresponds to t,he case 
of dense plasma and long distance from the source with 
wP/wo = 0.9 and kor = 50. Fig. 3 shows the fields in an 
overdense plasma in which wJw0 = 1.2 and kar = 5 ,  COT- 
responding to t,he observation near the source. The beat- 
ing phenomena can  be seen in t.he fields in Figs. 1-3. In 
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vanced  solutions for t,he electric field respect,ively. C,arry- 
ing out the volunw integration a.nd the inverse integra- 
tions [16], the power radiat.ed by  the dipole for t > 0 is 
p r a d ( f )  = - cos P O W O ~ P ~  1 { (1 + a?) l!? [cos (wo(1  + 2 ) l ' Z t )  G7ic 
I 
Fig. 1. Ee (-) and €€d (---), for a = o P / w o  = 0.5, kor = 50, e = 
90". Horizont.al dashed lines indicate time harmonic amplitude 
of Ee. 
I:or 
p r a d  
Fig. 2.  Eo (-) and €i+ (---), for a = (tlp/w0 = 0.9, 4 r  = 3 ,  e = 
90". Horizontal dashed lines indicat.e time harmonic amplitude 
of Eo. 
t small, i.e., opt << I ,  
( t )  = /.Wov2 - cos wot 
6?rc 
+ 0 (w,414) . (37) 
-4s t -+ O+, t,hat i s ,  just a.fter the plasma is created, 
This phenomenon is clearly observed in Fig. 2 in which (40) 
t.he ratio of t.he group velocity at w to t,hat at wo is and for w0 < wP 
(1 - (0.9)4)-1!2 'u 1.7 and t.he time lag is large: 
A (wet) - 46. P'"d(t) - - PdJJ04p2 ( 2  - 1 ) 1 / 2  COS SUI wet. (41) 
The  radiated polver by the dipole for t > 0 will non- be G m  
calculated. The  theory of the time-irreversible power radi-  These a,re the po~ver radiation forl,.,das for Bn oscillating 
here. The  poxer radiation  formula is 
at'ed a current distribut'ion u9i be enlplo\-ed electric point  dipole inlmersed in a,n isotropic, cold, lossless, 
homogeneous, and linear  plasma. The average  values are 
where t,he volume integration  extends  throughout  the 
volume V occupied by the source Js. Bad(r , t j  is the Dirac for wo 5 w,. 
radiation field  given by Xumerical calculations of the instantaneous ra.diated 
Bad((r,t) = $(Eret(r,t) - Eadv(r,t)) ( 3 5 )  power were performed. Figs. 4-6 show the power as a func- 
t.ion of the norma,lized time wet. The value 2Prad is  denoted 
where Eret(r,t) and EadV(r,t) are the retarded and ad- by horizontal dashed lines in the figures. Figs. 4 and 5 
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Ib 20 i0 i o  50 wot 
Fig. 4. Prad(t), for a = op/o0 = 0.5. Horizontal  dashed lines 
indicat.e value 2Pmd, where Pmd = (p0004p”127rc)(1 - d.)1’2.  
Fig. 5. Pd(t), for a 
indicate value 2Pmd, 
20 30 50 wo’ 
where P d  = (ww04pz /12~~) (1  - d.)1’2. 
= oP/oo = 0.9. Horizont,al dashed lines 
Fig. 6. P a d ( t ) ,  for a = = 1.2. 
correspond t,o cases with w p / w o  = 0.5 and wp/wo  = 0.9, 
respect.ively. Fig. 6 shom  the power oscillation in an over- 
dense plasma. Beating phenomena can be seen in Figs. 4-6. 
In each case, a decrease in power radiat,ion at t = 0 is 
clearly observed. 
VI. CONCLUSIOSS 
This work studies t.he problem of electromagnet,ic \x-ave 
propagat.ion and radiation from oscillat.ing sources in a 
suddenly-created plasma. Through the use of Laplace 
t.ransformations, general expressions of the field quantit,ies 
in  the suddenly creat.ed plasma ha,ve been obtained. 
In  the case of plane wave propagat.ion, it. is found that 
there  are tn-o waves in  the suddenly  created plasma. One 
is propagat.ed in the direction of the original \vasle, and 
the other is propagakd in the opposite diredon. Their 
frequency is shifted from the original frequency wo t o  
(a? + wpzj1:2, where w p  is the plasma frequency. The 
amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields of these 
two waves have been found. The power flom  and energy 
densities have also been calculated. The  net power flow of 
the two waves is in the direction of the original wave, but 
its magnitude is only 1/( 1 + 9) of t,he original value. 
It is also noted t,ha.t. t.he total energy density of the  two 
waves is less than the original one, that. is, some m v e  
energy has been lost  during the creation of the plasma.. 
In  the case of electric dipole radiation  in a plasma sud- 
denly created at i = 0, there are also txo  waves for 
0 < t < r /c ,  where I’ is the  dishnee bet,I\-een the dipole 
and the observation point,. One is an outgoing spheri- 
cal wa.ve and t.he other is an incoming spherical wave. 
Their frequency shift, a,mplitudes, and power relations 
are  the same  as t,hose in  the plane n w e  case. At  1 = T / c ,  
the first small distubances arrive  at. r. Around t - 
r / [ c /  ( 1  +  CY^)^'^], the out,going wave fades away, and a 
new wave arrives, which has  the same frequency a.nd am- 
plit,ude as the incoming wave, but is propagated away 
from t.he origin. This new out,going wave is a  result of the 
reflection of t.he inconing wave at  the origin. Later on, 
in  a plasma with up < wo, around t - r / [ c / (  1 -  CY^)^'^] 
the ra.diation from the dipole builds up its steady st.at.e 
value. However, in an overdense plasma, the fields due 
t o  the oscillating dipole deca.g exponentially xvith distance. 
The exact field solutions have been obtained;  and numeri- 
cal calculations have been performed. The  radiated power 
by  the dipole has also been evaluat,ed. It. is found that,  the 
instantaneous radiated power suffers a decrease at the 
moment of plasma creat,ion since some 11-ork must, be done 
by the driving source to keep t.he dipole moment un- 
changed during the creation of t,he plasma.. The porn-er 
radiation gradually reaches its  steady  state  and  has  the 
average  value ( p ~ ~ ~ p ~ ! l 2 ~ c )  (1 - d2)li2, for (Y = w,!wo < 1 
or 0, for CY 2. 1. 
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Microstrip Antennas1 
JOHN Q. HOWELL 
Abstract-Microstrip antennas consist of a planar resonant radiat- 
ing element parallel to, but separated, from a ground plane by a 
thin dielectric substrate (f << X). These  antennas are very thin and 
consequently rugged  and easy to  mqunt. They may be fed from the 
back  through the ground  plane  or  from the  edge by depositing micro- 
strip lines on the dielectric substrate. Several varieties of microstrip 
antennas are discussed in this paper. Design procedures are given 
for both linearly and cir&arly,polarized antennas. Measured pat- 
terns are presented for antennas from UHF through C band. 
INTRODUCTION 
In  many applications involving aircraft, and spacecraft, where size 
and weight. are constraints, low profile antennas  may  be required. 
In  those applicabions where bandwidths less t,han a few percent 
are acceptable, microst.rip antennas may have the desired charac- 
terist.ics. These antennas  are constructed on a t.hin ( t  << h )  dielectric 
sheet over a  ground plane as shown in Fig. 1. The  antenna element 
itself may  be square, rectangular, round, et.c., and  may  have more 
than one feed point,. The  antennas discussed here have either one 
or t.wo feed points, but multifeed point, antennas have been con- 
structed for use at  frequencies up  to Ku band [1)-[3]. Several of 
the unique characteristics of microstrip antennas are listed here. 
1) They are very thin and need not extend far above or below 
the ground plane  and consequent.ly can be  made  very rugged. 
2)  They  are economical to design and const.ruct. 
3) Either linear or circular polarization is possible. 
4) Dual  frequency antennas can be easily constructed. 
5) They  are easy to mount on existing st,ructures. Paste on an- 
tennas  with a hole for t.he f e e d  are conceivable. 
LINEARLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS 
Fig. 2 shows an L band linearly polarized antenna. The actual 
radiat,ing element. is t,he large square and the smaller rectangular 
Manuscript received June 18. 19i3; revised August 2, 1974. 
The  late J. Q.  Howell was with  the NASA Langley Research Center, 
1 This aper was.reviSed by 31. C. Bailey of NASA Langley Research 
Hampton, Va. 23665. 
Center, Aampton, Ta. 23665. 
Microstrip 
Feed Line 
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Fig. 1.  Top and side view of square microstrip antenna and approxi- 
mate electric Eeld configuration. 
Fig. 2. L band linearly polarized antenna: frequency is 1.727 GHz, 
e, = 8.5, dielectric thickness is 0.0625 in. 
section  is  a quart.er-wave t.ransformer for impedance  matching. The 
impedance transformer is necessary in order to match the 50-Sa 
cable to  the relat.ively high impedance at the edge of the  antenna 
element. However, by making the radiating element rectangular 
i t  is possible t.0 match directly to  the 50 i? at  the  antenna  input  port. 
An antenna constructed  on &in Teflon fiberglass board wit,h dimen- 
sions of Xd/2 by & ( A d  is wavelength in  the dielectric) had B VSWR 
of 1.02 when fed at.  the cent,er of the long  side by a 50-Sa microstrip 
line a t  S band. This version is currently being used in phased arrays 
